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Libvirt API is accessible from external 
and tenant networks 

ISSUE 
Any user can gain access to the libvirt API, as libvirt port is accessible from any network,                 

including a tenant’s network. 

SUMMARY 
Libvirt has no authentication or SSL configuration. Moreover, the firewall allows any            

connection to the libvirt API. Therefore, an attacker could obtain control over the VMs              

running on a particular node. 

AFFECTS 
Mirantis OpenStack 4.0, 4.1, 4.1.1, 5.1, 5.1.1, 6.0, 6.1 

FIX AVAILABLE FOR 
Mirantis OpenStack 4.0, 4.1, 4.1.1, 5.1, 5.1.1, 6.0, 6.1 

HOW TO DETERMINE IF YOU ARE AFFECTED 
To determine if a specific Compute node is affected, use the following command: 

# iptablessave | grep 16509 

Example of the output: 

A INPUT s X.X.X.X/X p tcp m multiport ports 16509 m comment                       
comment "118 libvirt" j ACCEPT 

Where X.X.X.X/X is the management network subnet you chose during a deployment. If             

there is no `-s X.X.X.X/X` part in the output, such a node is affected by the issue. 
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DETAILS 
If the networking is set up using nova-network and does not use namespaces, there is a                

real possibility to connect to the node’s `libvirtd`-daemon from inside a VM running on              

that particular Compute node. Given that the libvirt configuration defaults to no            

authentication, an attacker can take advantage of this issue to create/destroy/change the            

VMs running on a vulnerable host. If Neutron is used as a network service and Compute                

nodes have a Public IP assigned, an external attacker can potentially connect to the              

host’s `libvirtd`-daemon. 

 

STEPS TO CORRECT 

Ubuntu-based Compute nodes 
1. Login into a Compute node. 

2. Open the `/etc/iptables/rules.v4` file. 

3. Find the string that looks like `-A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --ports 16509`. 

4. Change the string to `-A INPUT -s x.x.x.x/y -p tcp -m multiport --ports 16509` (do               

not delete the part with `-m comment ...`) where x.x.x.x/y is the management             

network you choose during a cluster deployment. 

5. Reload the iptables rules using the `service iptables-persistent reload` command. 

 

CentOS-based Compute nodes 
1. Login into a Compute node. 

2. Open the `/etc/sysconfig/iptables` file. 

3. Find the string that looks like `-A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --ports 16509`. 

4. Change the string to `-A INPUT -s x.x.x.x/y -p tcp -m multiport --ports 16509` (do               

not delete the part with `-m comment ...`) where x.x.x.x/y is the management             

network you choose during a cluster deployment. 

5. Reload the iptables rules using the `iptables-restore < /etc/sysconfig/iptables`         

command. 
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HOW TO CHECK IF THE PATCH WAS APPLIED        
SUCCESSFULLY 
To verify if a fix is landed on a particular Compute node, use the following command: 

# iptablessave | grep 16509 

Example of the output: 

A INPUT s X.X.X.X/X p tcp m multiport ports 16509 m comment                       
comment "118 libvirt" j ACCEPT 

Where X.X.X.X/X is the management network subnet that you choose during the            

deployment. If there is no `-s X.X.X.X/X` part in the output, the fix was not applied. 

 

STEPS TO REVERT THE PATCH 

Ubuntu-based Compute nodes 
1. Login into a Compute node. 

2. Open the `/etc/iptables/rules.v4` file. 

3. Find the string that looks like `-A INPUT -s x.x.x.x/y -p tcp -m multiport --ports               

16509`, where x.x.x.x/y is the management network you choose during a cluster’s            

deployment. 

4. Change the string to `-A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --ports 16509` (do not delete               

the part with `-m comment ...`). 

5. Reload the iptables rules using the `service iptables-persistent reload` command. 
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CentOS-based Compute nodes 
1. Login into a Compute node. 

2. Open the `/etc/sysconfig/iptables` file. 

3. Find the string that looks like `-A INPUT -s x.x.x.x/y -p tcp -m multiport --ports               

16509`, where x.x.x.x/y is the management network you choose during a cluster            

deployment. 

4. Change the string to `-A INPUT -p tcp -m multiport --ports 16509` (do not delete               

the part with `-m comment ...`). 

5. Reload the iptables rules using the `iptables-restore < /etc/sysconfig/iptables`         

command. 

 

REFERENCES 
1. https://bugs.launchpad.net/fuel/+bug/1477543 
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